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Thanks for sharing your side of the story. It sounds like youve been upset about the removal of STEP export for
personal use for a while now and I sympathize with your frustration. Unfortunately, this is something that we have
to do to help protect the work weve invested in Fusion. It hasnt gone unnoticed, and we appreciate your feedback.

Thanks for sharing your side of the story. It sounds like youve been upset about the removal of STEP export for
personal use for a while now and I sympathize with your frustration. Unfortunately, this is something that we have
to do to help protect the work weve invested in Fusion. It hasnt gone unnoticed, and we appreciate your feedback.
Just to clarify to you, this is a personal licensing issue and has nothing to do with the business license. The results

of these changes were to ban people from using fusion for personal use to resell the software to commercial
customers. I think the sentiment around hobbyist software is how it should be, we definitely support hobbyist level
projects, but the work that is done on those projects should remain personal to the individual. Hey all, thank you

for sharing your experiences and your stories about Fusion. I definitely get how confusing this is for you. Based on
everything weve heard so far, wed like to share this news with you: Im sorry, but STEP export will be removed
from Fusion 360 for personal use starting on Oct. 16th, 2019. Its important to us that Fusion is only used for

personal use. Weve identified a situation where commercial users were using Fusion 360 for personal use to resell
software to their business. When we look at the data and its impact to the overall library of Fusion 360, we

determined that removing this export functionality was necessary to maintain trust and confidence in the Fusion
360 product. You will continue to see development and investment in Fusion 360 for personal use.
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it’s really easy to create a 3d model. you can create
an easy concept of what you want. then, you can
easily create your own 3d model. or, you can get

some templates. and, you can use those templates
to create your own 3d model. you can check out the

autodesk project explorer to find a lot of free 3d
models to use. you can even make your own free 3d
model. the autodesk fusion 360 program is the most

powerful and the latest version of the autodesk
product that has been developed by the autodesk in

the past. in this article, we are reviewing the
autodesk fusion 360 torrent, which is a portable
version of autodesk fusion 360. here, we have

explained the basic information of autodesk fusion
360 torrent, features, pros & cons and the download
link to get the autodesk fusion 360 torrent. for those

who are interested to know, autodesk fusion 360
torrent is a cloud-based 3d modeling and rendering

software that allows you to create models and
designs from scratch or import and edit existing

designs. you can start working on designs while you
are connected to the internet. it is an easy and

efficient way to create 3d models and render them
for use in any autodesk product. you can access
your designs from anywhere that has an internet
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connection. autodesk fusion 360 torrent is a
portable version of autodesk fusion 360, which is a
cloud-based 3d modeling and rendering software. it
is the most powerful and latest version of autodesk
fusion 360. you can create 3d models by importing
existing files or by starting from scratch. it is one of

the best alternative of autodesk fusion 360.
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